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With Land O'Lakes Treasury of Country Recipes, the rich heritage of country cooking has been

preserved for your eating pleaseure. These traditional country-style recipes have been updated yet

kept unchanged in their simplicity and hearty goodness.
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A friend bought this from a "roadside" stand & gave it to me 7 years ago for my birthday. Ever since

then, all my friends & family have been trying to steal it from me. We called the publisher and they

told us it was out of print. Even having .com search for us, didn't turn up any more copies. I have

over 100 cookbooks and this is the most often used. Straight forward and easy to read and use.

Lots of great pictures!

I have had this book for over 10 years and use it for everything. It is my absoulte favorite cookbook.

I refer to it quite often and all of recipes that I have tried work wonderfully! I recently tried the

pineapple tarragon chicken (I baked it in the oven instead of grilling it) and now family and friends

can't get enough. This is just one one many great recipes. If you don't have it, get it! It's the best.

All the recipes are made with common ingredients. Every recipe we have tried has come out great.

We have even made recipes for the first time with company coming over with no worries that it

would be exactly as described and as good as the picture. This is by far the best cookbook and a

must own. I came here today looking to see if there is a sequel that I could buy.



I bought this cookbook in 1992 and still use it on a regular basis. The pictures are very helpful and

the recipes are straight forward - not fussy. I recommend this book to anyone just beginning to cook

as well the experienced cook.

This cook book is really great!!!! I borrowed it from my best friend and now as she wants it back I

have to buy it myself :)) cause I don't want to miss it... As it says in the book: indeed the recipes are

finger-licking good!!

I had owned this book but went on a de-cluttering spree a few years ago and ended up selling this

book. There are few regrets that I have in my life but letting go of this treasure is among the regret

list because there were so many recipes that I had tried and loved but many others that I would

have wanted to try. This is a hardbound collection of easy recipes using readily available

ingredients. I'm hardly a gourmet cook but with this collection, you don't have to be. Now that it's in

my collection again I will be hanging onto it. This is book two of two of the Land O Lakes books that

I recently bought back. I have written the same review for the other book and will without question

gave that a five star review as well.

I bought this book several, I mean several years ago and it became my go to when I wanted to cook

something fun and comforting. I loved the recipes as they are easy laid out, and not very complex.

While the recipes are but your run of the mill American cooking they are different enough they do

not come off typical or boring. Lost the book in a move and alas found it in . I can not wait for it to

arrive.

My original Land O'Lakes cookbook had literally fallen apart. Thanks to , I was able to purchase

another book. I would highly recommend -- a great all around book with wonderful recipes -- many

of my favorites.
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